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CRAFTING AND EXECUTING YOUR NEXT-ERA MESSAGING:
Updating Tech Brand Identity During Changing Times #2
Has your tech brand messaging expired? Maybe it feels stale or not in keeping with current trends. Our
last white paper reviewed some prominent tech companies’ rebranding stories. Each case had a different
reason for the overhaul – among them were outdated or ineffective messaging, damage control, or corporate
restructure. With that understanding, let’s delve into the considerations and areas to be covered in order to
execute a successful growth-focused rebrand.

1. Pick a strategy based on your circumstances
Get started by asking your Marketing and Design teams or other key staff to evaluate what’s prompting
the update: Where are we, and what strategic approach should we take? The answers (and the ensuing
negotiations!) will eventually reveal a clear-cut project roadmap.
The type of change, amount of user disruption, and magnitude of press will determine the rebranding
strategic approach.

a. NOTHING TO SEE HERE
The playing-it-down approach is for circumstances that dictate an understated update due to an acquisition
or merger, leadership change, response to news of reorganizations or layoffs. Although you want to keep this
type of update under the radar, honesty must be an important component of the strategy.
Maintaining the status quo with brand names, logos, taglines, and other messaging reassures all stakeholders
that very little about the brand they rely on will change.

“Nothing is going to change” is a nearly impossible promise to keep – and hence will not

be universally believed. Messaging may be required to reiterate brand strength and corporate
vision. Be sure that everyone involved and everyone who interacts with clients communicates
a clear and consistent message to reassure clients and satisfy the market. Bad press or negative
media can’t be ignored. The worst thing marketers can do is create the impression that there is
some hidden truth being kept from stakeholders.
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b. SAME AS BEFORE, ONLY DIFFERENT
Often used for circumstances where there is an overt change in status, this approach clearly identifies that
a brand has somehow been altered, such as a product category extension or acquisition. Branding should
focus on the positive changes that will enhance a user’s experience. Show existing clients that you’re there
for them, whether to help navigate a new website or answer their questions. Let your target audience know
why this is the best time ever to start engagin with your company.
A proactive brand change that fits this strategy is Apple. Although not an intrinsic rebrand, in
its evolution from Mac to Watch, their successful ability to launch innovative new products is a
success story worth exploring.
Since its introduction with “1984,” the first Apple Macintosh ad that ran during the 1984 Super Bowl, the
Apple brand instantly set itself apart.
Apple knows how to balance the old with the new, keeping enough familiarity in a new product to allow
users to focus on enhancements without being totally lost. While the branding follows through from product
to product, the innovation is in each new product itself (iPod, Apple Watch). Related, they make the most of
cost-effective influencer marketing, allowing users to drive internet impressions.
For the less savvy technology consumer or tech services customer, any change can be viewed with skepticism.
Faster, smarter or bigger is not necessarily better – especially since it might involve a new, steep learning
curve. Most customers just don’t love having to change their habits. Messaging should clearly point staff and
clients to most frequented destinations or functions and provide easy access to well known pathways for
getting work done.

The iPhone then (2007) and now (2019). After 12 years, the iPhone has evolved from a single model in 2007 to three models (the XR,
XS, and XS Max) in 2018. Apple was able to maintain familiarity yet showcases enhancements to communicate forward thinking.
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c. SHOUTING IT FROM THE ROOFTOPS
You’re so proud of your new and improved brand! Let the market know why why you surpass the competition.
Let audiences who weren’t interested know why you are now the brand they must have in order to thrive.
Here’s how some brands successfully reinvented themselves:
•

The UPS “What can brown do for you?” rebrand in 2001 turned things around for the company that
was having trouble competing with Fed Ex’s introduction of overnight delivery. Today, if a package is
referred to as being shipped by brown, everyone knows what that means.

•

Netflix arguably put Blockbuster Video out of business. When streaming took over the living room,
it morphed from a subscription DVD service to an online streaming service that had 148 million
streaming subscribers worldwide by the end of 2018. To further boost the success of its brand, Netflix
scored its first Oscar nomination in 2019 with “Roma.”

You’re putting new your brand message out there to be scrutinized. And it will be. The results of these brand
inspections and dissections will be repeatedly tweeted, posted, and reported. Be sure that your claims are
valid. Shouting is fine, but everyone can hear what you’re saying.

d. WHEN A HYBRID STRATEGY MAKES SENSE
Changes in corporate status that must be announced, but don’t yet have a fully fleshed out branding
strategy may call for a hybrid strategy – one that clearly communicates the recent changes and defines the
organizational parameters but doesn’t commit to any fully defined approach to new brand messaging. In
the case of IPS’s acquisition by Forward Industries, our last white paper shared the easy, blended approach
we took to business cards so that the merged relationship was evident while holders of those cards are still
clearly identified with with the company that employs them. A hybrid approach leaves a pathway open to
more fully merged brand messaging at a later date, if necessary.
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2. Assess your brand element history
To sort out which direction is best for your company brand
update, assess your history – especially your most recent
or current messaging. Assess where you’ve been in the
past, where you are at the moment, and where you’re
prepared to head now. Keep an eye toward creating
something that can also be built upon at a later date
should circumstances call for it. A solid foundation is key.

A History of Chevy Taglines
See The U.S.A. In Your Chevrolet (1950s–1960s)
Putting you first keeps us first (1960s)
It’s Exciting! (mid 1960s)
Building a better way to see the USA (early 1970s)
Baseball, Hotdogs, Apple Pie & Chevrolet (1975;

Catalog the main characteristics of your brand iterations.
Include the context for the messaging and visuals. Who
was the message’s intended target? And what are key
intended takeway(s) for each? Have those target customers
changer, and if so, how should they be addressed?

2006)

Sharing a well-considered and well-executed evolution
of your brand with your internal team as well, will greatly
enhance your company’s ability to manage its own growth.
Well informed team members who own the changes can
sell into new markets or adapt to new customer bases
more effectively.

The Heartbeat of America (1987–1994)

Considerations include:

An American Revolution (2004–2009)

•

•

Chevy makes good things happen(1982)
USA-1 is Taking Charge (1983)
Today’s Chevrolet—Live It (1985)

Rock, Flag and Eagle (1985–1987)
Genuine Chevrolet (1994–2001)
We’ll Be There (2001–2004)
Like a Rock (1991–2004 Truck slogan)

The history of your written messages – slogans,
tag lines and tone.

Our Country, My Truck (2006–2007 Truck slogan)

Chevrolet certainly has a long history, but most
tagline iterations maintained it’s branding as
“America’s Cars and Trucks” (see inset).

May the Best Car Win (2009–2010)

Your visual history – colors, font, verbiage volume,
photos vs. illustration and style, such as minimal
or busy.

America’s Best Trucks (2007–present Truck slogan)

Excellence for Everyone (2010 (short lived))
Chevy Runs Deep (2010–present)
Find New Roads (2013-Present)

Note the frequency with which Chevy has changed tag lines and slogans over the years. This appears to be due
to shifts in the rapidly changing tastes of the American middle market to which the company has responded
with frequent new model introductions and many new tag lines.
Contrast this with automobiles for the luxury markets; for example, Mercedes Benz introduced the line
“Engineered like no other car in the world” in 1956, staying with that slogan until the mid-1990’s. The company
still uses “The Best or Nothing” slogan it launched in 2010. This clearly communicates that the firm’s quality
workmanship endures throughout decades.
Do your company’s services or products appeal to a specialty or luxury market, or more of a mass-appeal,
practical one? History tell us that frequent brand message updates are necessary in some markets while
perhaps even counter-productive in others.
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Uber is a significantely newer brand, but in its 10-year history, it had suffered a few ups and downs.
Does that explain their identity crisis that has resulted in 5 major logo changes during it’s life?
In Uber’s defense, one could argue that rapid growth requires frequent brand development changes.

•

Examine your messaging to determine whether you’re targeting your traditional markets,
clients and prospects versus appealling to new potential markets. What is your objective?

Many of the brands we’ve highlighted have expanded or changed their target markets:
Apple was always about creativity. But it shifted from it’s original focus on the business workplace
to cutting-edge consumers who reach their full potential with the help of every new Apple product
launch.
UPS (a legacy brand founded in 1907) has evolved with time. Most recently, it has focused on the retail
business in order to succeed in the exploding ecommerce market.
Netflix has always had a digital audience. In 1997, they were focused on people who were comfortable
with an online subscription service (which is now commonplace – think Birchbox or Blue Apron).
Today, they attract customers who want new and different “Netflix Original” content streamed
through their TV or digital device. They’ve maintained their customer base and expanded to new
viewers with products and services that span genres and appeal to all age groups .
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If your company is decades old and has gone through dozens of brand iterations, it may not make sense
to reference brand incarnations all the way back to square one. It may be enough to look at the last few
rebranding efforts and choose a few in succession for this process.

These three examples represent first three generations of marketing content and imagery as featured on IPS
websites spanning 2008 – 2013. The headline on the third shown home page represents the first time in history
that the company officially represented itself as a fully integrated, full-service one stop shop for all aspects of
product design.
Fast forward to 2014 when IPS launched its core brand marketing identity that has been continued forward
into IPS’ latest brand iterations.

2014: We added color and additional
creativity to appeal to new west coast
markets, and to obtain more upfront
design work along with our existing
engineering work.
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2017: Existing website revised, landing pages
added to emphasize extensive capabilities
in software application, embedded and fullstack app-to-cloud services. We continued
the emphasis on the collaborative software
product development process.

2019: Brand new website is focused on full
end-to-end project experience, with a home
page carousel featuring updated client
projects, including the Google Jamboard.

…other projects included the web
and mobile-based, school curriculum
application for Schoolwide.

Up to this point we’ve talked about next-era branding as an evolutionary function…changing messaging to
adapt to new and different circumstances that have come about over time. But it’s important to reinforce that
seismic events require more immediate, intentional messaging.
Occurrences we reviewed earlier, such as an upheaval in leadership, or an unwelcome takeover or acquisition,
require an instantaneous messaging pivot. No matter the catalyst for the news, it’s critical to get out in front
of the messaging to answer questions from the markets, your clients and the support community before they
are asked, and to present any transition in its optimal light. If you don’t have an internal Public Relations
team, it’s wise to consult with an outside firm with experience in reputation management while crafting these
communications.
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3. Incorporate all granular components of rebranding into new messaging
Make sure the new visuals and language you choose are cleanly adaptable and cohesive between all branding
vehicles. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email layout
Signatures
Business cards
Newsletters
Website updates
Social media
On location messaging (e.g. office signage, furnishings)

Conclusion
If it seems like it’s time to update your brand messaging, it most likely is. What signs are you and your team
seeing that indicate the necessity for this? If there’s been a major event such as a merger or acquisition or even
if events have unspooled slowly, if your brand message is stale or outdated, your messaging will not resonate
well with customers who already know you. And if you’re also not reaching your customers of tomorrow to
inform them of your offerings or to help them aspire towards working with your company, they may never
find you.
Assess your current graphics, tag lines, messaging, color palettes, social media approaches and thought
leadership activities – to whom are they speaking? If you need to reach a new audience, which most
companies need to do after several years of growth, how will you achieve that? Who can help? Start with your
internal teams – and canvas their thoughts, opinions and corporate knowledge. This will be a great place to
start understanding how you want to build a changing brand.
Another important piece of the puzzle…? Research. Which current companies currently look like what your
firm wants to be in 5 years? How do they message themselves? Set aside criteria for evaluating this and
compare about 4 or 5 companies who represent that which you aspire to for yours. Then assemble your team
and, mostly importantly, build the roadmap. A well-defined plan is crucial. And yes, it WILL change and you
will veer from it early and often during the process, but you won’t regret having laid it out and gotten buy-in
from your colleagues as you pivot your brand towards the next level of growth and success.
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